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Disclaimer
The products and the claims made on or through this website, emails, publications, or
advertisements have not been evaluated by the United States Food and Drug
Administration and are not approved to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent disease.
The information presented is designed for educational purposes only. It is not
intended as a substitute for advice from your physician or other health care
professional. You should not use any of the information for diagnosis or treatment of
any health problem or for prescription of any medication or other treatment. You
should not stop taking any medication without first consulting your physician.
Consult a physician before using this product if you have any medical condition
whatsoever, or if you have or suspect you might have a health problem, or if you are
pregnant, or if taking any kind of medication.
In accordance with FDA regulation, we do not make any therapeutic claims regarding
the health benefits of any products. If you have any medical problems, please be
advised to contact your doctor.
Results vary with every individual, and your results may or may not be different from
those depicted. No promises, guarantees or warranties, whether stated or implied, have
been made that you will produce any specific result, as a result of purchasing our
products or using information from our website/email.
Information may contain technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Information
may be changed or updated without notice.
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SECTION 1 – WHAT IS THE LAW OF
ATTRACTION?
1. All that we are is the result of what we have thought: it is
founded on our thoughts, it is made up of our thoughts. If a man
speaks or acts with an evil thought, pain follows him, as the wheel
follows the foot of the ox that draws the carriage.
2. All that we are is the result of what we have thought: it is
founded on our thoughts, it is made up of our thoughts. If a man
speaks or acts with a pure thought, happiness follows him, like a
shadow that never leaves him.
--Dhammapada
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Attracting Your Desires
The Law of Attraction (sometimes known as “The Secret”) is a principle that says you attract what
you think about in your life. If your thoughts revolve around finding a large sum of money,
according to the Law of Attraction, reality will manifest itself around these thoughts and find a
way to give you a large sum of money.
One way to look at this: what you think about often has a way of manifesting itself in your life. If
you are in school and worry about failing exams, the possibility that failed exams will manifest in
your life increases (and hence you keep thinking about it—the Law of Attraction is a cycle). If you
are thinking about succeeding on your exams, you will find ways to make that reality occur.

What you are thinking about at any given moment is your reality at that moment. If you are
thinking about something it already has something to do with your reality and given situation.
What you think about will tend to be what you are preparing for in the future and how you will act
and react in any given situation. Hence what you think about has an indirect effect on what occurs
in your life.
According to the Law of Attraction you can use this principle to your own benefit. If you decide
you want to manifest money, for example, and desire for this to occur, your brain will begin finding
ways to manifest money in your reality.
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Intentions
Once you begin thinking about it and “set an intention” (a common term used in Law of Attraction
writings—to set an intention is to decide to manifest something) the idea will begin searching for
ways to manifest on its own. You may find a side job in the newspaper, for example, or an old
antique in your house that turns out to be worth a lot of money.
Say you need an affordable car to get to work. If you set an intention to get an inexpensive car
your brain will begin looking for ways to get the car.
You will find ways outside the obvious to achieve this—you will look at car dealerships and
newspaper/online ads, but you’ll also ask around if relatives have a car they could give to you or
sell. These people will begin looking out for you too. Soon your entire personal universe is helping
you manifest your desire for an affordable car!

Intention Tips


Be firm and honest about what you want.



Be specific about what you want.



Use word like “I will” rather than “I hope to.”



For specific events or desires, act like the event has already happened.



Be conscious about your choice of words—the Law of Attraction can be very literal.
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SECTION 2 – WHO USES THE LAW OF
ATTRACTION?

“For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks finds; and to him who knocks, the door will be
opened.”
-- Matthew 7:8

Famous People Who Use the Law of Attraction
Many celebrities and famous people use the Law of Attraction to their benefit. Some of these
include Oprah Winfrey, Jim Carrey, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Will Smith, Lady Gaga, Jay-Z,
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Drake, and more. The Law of Attraction is not exclusive to these people: they used it in their life
to their own benefit, and you can too.

Does Everyone Use the Law of Attraction?
Some believe that everyone in the world already uses the Law of Attraction to manifest what
happens in their life: that we already attract what occurs in our life through what we think. This is
not to say that people starving in third world countries manifested their reality through the Law of
Attraction—but the situation in their country and the world at large was created through the Law
of Attraction and those people were thrown into their own specific situation (as everyone else in
the world also was). To use the Law of Attraction is to take conscious control and responsibility
for your life.
This is where sayings like “Everything is vibration” or “thoughts create reality” come from.
Thoughts have emotional content; this emotional content has been interpreted by mystics
throughout the ages as vibratory. These emotional “vibes” influence our thought, and what we
think about creates what we do.
What you think about transforms how your life will play out-- as the old saying goes, be careful
what you wish for!
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SECTION 3 – HOW CAN I USE IT?
“Dare to live the life you have dreamed for yourself. Go forward and make your dreams come
true.”
--Ralph Waldo Emerson

There are a variety of ways to help the Law of Attraction manifest your desires in reality. These
include writing down your desires, visualizing exactly what it is you want, and feeling gratitude
towards the universe. In the beginning it may help to focus only on attracting one thing at a time.
One caveat to the Law of Attraction—don’t use negations in your affirmations or desires (in what
you are trying to manifest). If you say “I don’t want to get hit by a truck,” your mind still thinks
the thought “I want to get hit by a truck.” The subconscious mind does not process negation. Focus
on things you do want to manifest and let things that you don’t want fall by the wayside.
1. Writing Down Your Desires
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Write down your desires to increase the functioning of the Law of Attraction. Like most things in
life, the more effort you put into the Law of Attraction, the more it will give you back in results.
Writing down your desires confirms your intention to manifest your specific desires in reality.
When your desires come true, you can look back on desires you wrote down which will increase
your faith in the principles of the Law of Attraction.
2. Visualizing Exactly What You Want
If you can see in your mind’s eye what you want to happen you are already capable of thinking of
a way that event could happen. Visualize exactly what you want in excruciating detail. The more
you can think about what it is you want, and possible ways to go about enacting and getting what
you want, the more likely your desire is to come through via the Law of Attraction.
3. Feeling Gratitude Towards the Universe
The more grateful you are towards the universe, the more open you will be to allowing the
universe to help you and give you your desires. Feeling genuine gratitude towards the universe
will also make you feel more content. Even if you don’t feel grateful for your current situation,
you can try faking it for the moment—feeling it a little bit will tend to increase the effect and
lead to actual gratitude.
4. Negation
The unconscious mind does not process negation. Thinking “not” is akin to repressing a thought,
and as any good Freudian knows, repressed content will express itself through the unconscious.
This can also be used to one’s advantage. For example, if you expressly try not to do something,
your unconscious mind will find ways to express that repression. If you find you work against
yourself a lot of the time, or work better unconsciously than consciously, this could be a good
method for you. Pick one of your desires and expressly try not to fulfill it—you may find the
desire manifesting itself in your life “against” yourself!
QuWave Law of Attraction Money Magnet
The QuWave Law of Attraction Money Magnet is designed to help the Law of Attraction through
solfeggio frequencies. Solfeggio frequencies are frequencies based on ancient numbers used in
sacred music—their tones were believed to manifest spiritual gifts. The Magnet uses the
frequencies 741 Hz, “Awaken Intuition,” and 531 Hz, “Prosperity.” Awaken intuition will open
you up to guidance from the universe and help you find creative ways to manifest your desires in
reality. Prosperity will help you show and feel gratitude towards the universe and attract love,
health and wealth towards you.
With the QuWave Law of Attraction Money Magnet you can:




Open your mind to manifest your wishes
Attract success and money
Make the Law of Attraction work for you
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Overcome procrastination
Overcome fear of success
Help develop a magnetic personality
Open gates to abundance and possibility
Manifest happiness and success
Center your inner-self for success
Improve focus to attain goals
Keep away negativity in your life

Testimonials:
“I am 40 years old, I had many dreams when I was 25 years old. I tried but eventually gave up
hopelessly because I didn’t see any means for my dreams to come true. Magically, the QuWave
Magnet is making my dreams which I imagined so long ago, come true now. I feel alive and in
control.” J.S., California
“I am having a very beautiful experience with the Money Magnet. It allows me to attract good
things every day.” K.W., Phoenix
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Varieties of Units:

(Left) Personal Law of Attraction Money Magnet: $297
(Right) Tabletop Law of Attraction Money Magnet: $499

The Law of Attraction Money Magnet comes in Personal and Tabletop varieties.
The Personal unit:
 is battery-powered
 has a range of 8-10 feet
 comes in white or black color
 includes a charger cable, home charger and car charger
 comes with protective fabric cover
 comes with a neck-strap lanyard
The Tabletop unit:
 needs to be plugged in at all times
 has a range of 100 feet
 comes with an AC adapter
 comes with legs to stand the unit up on a table
The two are also sold as a combo package at a discounted price: $659 for both of them.
You can learn more about the Magnet here: http://quwave.com/law-of-attraction-magnet.html
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SECTION 4 – RECOMMENDED READING






The Secret (series) by Esther Hicks
The Law of Attraction by Esther Hicks
Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill
The Alchemist by Paulo Coehlo
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